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by Walter Stewart
Fleming 971.2403092 Dougl -S
A passionate, clear-sighted biography of
one of Canada's pre-eminent political
trailblazers. Douglas was the first to
advocate numerous social policies,
including Medicare.

Big Bear
by Rudy Wiebe
Fleming & MFR 971.2004973230092
BigB-W
Big Bear was a Plains Cree chief in
Saskatchewan in the nineteenth century
who advocated negotiation with the
federal government over violence.
Novelist Wiebe presents the life of the
eloquent statesman, one of Canada’s most important
aboriginal leaders. Part of Penguin's Extraordinary
Canadians series.
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by Douglas Coupland
Fleming 302.23092 Macl Cou
Coupland looks at the life and career of
the communications guru, best known
for the quotation, "The medium is the
message." McLuhan helped shape the
culture of the 1960s and predicted the
future of television and the rise of the
Internet. Part of Penguin's Extraordinary
Canadians series.
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to-coasst L
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venture
by Douglas Gibson
MFR 070.92 Gibso
Stories and portraits of some of
Canada's greatest storytellers and
sharpest minds from longtime publisher
and editor Douglas Gibson.
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arth
by Roberta Bondar
Fleming 629.450092 Bonda
The first Canadian woman to participate
in a space shuttle mission describes her
interest in the program and her
impressions of the Earth from space.
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by Chris Hadfield
Fleming 629.450092 Hadfi
The author charts the course of his
career as an astronaut, detailing how he
overcame slim odds due to his Canadian
nationality to become one of NASA's
most decorated astronauts, while offering
an intimate look at life in space.
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by Nellie L. McClung
Fleming 305.42092 McClu
Feminist, politician, and social activist,
Nellie McClung was one of "The Famous
Five," five women who fought to have
women declared "persons" under the law.
Her work altered Canada's political landscape, leaving a
legacy that has long survived her.

Macdonald aatt 200 : New Refle
Reflect
ctions
ions
and Leg
Legaacies
edited by Patrice Dutil and Roger
Hall
MFR 971.051092 Macdo -M
A collection of fifteen interpretations of
Canada's founding Prime Minister,
published for the occasion of the
bicentennial of his birth in 1815.

